standing army of technicians and engineers, plus exhaustive training for the astronauts who carry out the work. And then there's the $500 million price tag for a shuttle flight.
These huge costs led to an agreement in the late 1990s among Congress, NASA, and the White House Office of Management and Budget to halt servicing missions after 2004 and to funnel money into NGST. "If you don't stop servicing Hubble, then NGST won't get started," says Weiler, adding that Hubble's 15-year lifetime has already been extended to 20 years. By then, he says, even servicing missions won't be able to keep Hubble's technology up-to-date. "We could continue to do great science with Hubble," says Weiler. "But I want to do outstanding science. Without unlimited funding, we've got to make tough choices."
Beckwith, however, says the choice isn't necessarily that stark. NASA could conduct a relatively inexpensive repair mission after 2004 that wouldn't entail costly instrument upgrades, he says, and technical advances could cut Hubble's $40 million annual operating costs in half by the end of the decade. Keeping Hubble alive a bit longer would also restore a 1-year overlap between NGST and Hubble that disappeared as the new telescope's launch date has slipped at least a year, he adds.
But Anne Kinney, a senior NASA space science official, says that an overlap is not vital to the agency's research program. And even reduced annual operating costs-not to mention the cost of another servicing mission-would break NASA's limited budget, she and Weiler say. Turning off Hubble "is not a scientific question, it's a political one," concedes Beckwith.
Out in the cold
The voice of researchers remains important, however, in shaping a post-Hubble future. Next month, infrared astronomers will gather in Maryland to discuss their scientific goals and the missions needed to reach them.
Optical and ultra-
N E W S F O C U S
S Su up pe er rm ma as ss si iv ve e b bl la ac ck k h ho ol le es s: Discovered that they dwell in the cores of most galaxies.
H Hu ub bb bl le e C Co on ns st ta an nt t: Measured the expansion rate of the universe with an uncertainty of only about 10%. (2001) G Ga am mm ma a r ra ay y b bu ur rs st ts s: Helped show that they reside in galaxies that are forming stars at high rates. (1997) H Hu ub bb bl le e D De ee ep p F Fi ie el ld d: : Deepestever optical/ultraviolet/ infrared image of the universe showed galaxies when the universe was less than a billion years old.
H Hi ig gh h--r re ed ds sh hi if ft t s su up pe er rn no ov va ae e: Most-distant exploding stars ever observed gave further evidence of an accelerating universe. 
NGST Aims for Big Advance by Going Back in Time
The Hubble Space Telescope is a hard act to follow. But the designers of the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST) expect the $1.3 billion instrument to win loud applause by greatly extending Hubble's vision. It should be able to peer back in time to first generations of stars and galaxies, and its sharp eyesight should spot individual stars in nearby galaxies. Their confidence remains unshaken after several years of daunting technical challenges, budget threats, and sometimes difficult negotiations among the U.S., European, and Canadian partners.
Scientists began thinking about NGST in the 1990s as a vehicle for probing the early universe-primarily at infrared wavelengths, which are absorbed by Earth's atmosphere. They are giving it a 6-meter mirror that will provide more than six times the viewing area of Hubble's 2.4-meter mirror. On the other hand, its designers won't have a chance to fix any flaws after its scheduled launch in late 2009 because its location will put it beyond the reach of the space shuttle. Hovering beyond even the faintest wisps of the atmosphere, NGST will peer back in time and "see" the universe when it was between 1 million and a few billion years old. The National Academy of Sciences' most recent decadal panel on astronomy makes it the field's top priority (Science, 26 May 2000, p. 1310), and, although NGST's capabilities were scaled back substantially last year to trim costs, another academy review concluded last fall that the revised blueprint remains "a sound approach." NASA will contribute about $1 billion for the mirror, instruments, spacecraft systems and integration, and launch. European contributions will total some $250 million to build the spacecraft platform and 50% of the three instruments. Canada will chip in $50 million for half of one instrument. "We hope to have the details worked out by the fall," says Sergio Volonté, the European Space Agency's (ESA's) coordinator for astronomy and fundamental physics. In exchange, European astronomers will receive at least 15% of NGST's observing time, and Canada will get 5%. Although use of the telescope will be governed by peer review, European researchers now receive a similar percentage of time on Hubble despite having made a far smaller contribution to its cost.
NASA's Anne Kinney says that U.S. negotiators had wanted to launch NGST aboard Europe's Ariane rocket and do the bulk of the spacecraft work in the United States. But under ESA bookkeeping practices, France-which developed Ariane-would have received sole credit for the contribution. So the ESA-built platform will be shipped to the United States, integrated with other components, and launched aboard a U.S. Atlas rocket. The parties must still tackle less pressing details such as sharing communications and ground facilities. "Most of the issues are resolved," adds Kinney.
This spring NASA will choose a U.S. prime contractor for NGST. And proposals for the spacecraft's instruments are due 5 March.
-A.L.
With reporting by Daniel Clery.
Time traveler. The Next Generation Space
Telescope hopes to glimpse the early universe. 
